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ABSTRACT

Anthraper, Alphiene R., Banking and Economic Growth in

India. Master of Arts (Economics), August, 1977, 57 pp.,

bibliography, 32 titles.

This paper discusses the attempt to achieve balanced

economic growth in India. The process is viewed as a tran-

sition of society from a traditional stage to one charac-

terized by industrialization and economic growth, and which

involves major economic, social and political changes. It

specifically deals with the Indian banking system and its

structural development since independence as a means to

hasten economic growth.

These changes in the banking system, through social

control, and eventually nationalization of the major com-

mercial banks in India,, illustrate the increasing role of

the State in gearing the banking sector towards meeting the

goals of national economic planning. The above events are

related to the struggle between the moderates and those

who advocate a more socialist approach to solving the

economic and social problems in India.
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CHAPTER I

PROBLEMS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA

The Economic Situation

The achievement of political independence by India in

1947 was followed by significant changes in her internal

economic policy (2, p. 67). The changes were to aid in

coping with huge and complex problems brought about through

the dislocative economic effects of the struggle
against the British, communal riots, partition
and the influx of refugees, shortages of food and
raw materials, breakdown of the transportation
system, labour unrest and the existence of an
inegalitarian economic and social structure
(2, p. 56).

The most significant problem was the rapid growth of

population in India at a "rate of 2 per cent compounded an-

nually." According to Sid Mittra, this means that if eco-

nomic growth of some measure is to be achieved, "investment

will have to be made at a rate much higher than the current

rate of investment to keep pace with such a rapid increase

in population" (7, p. 24).

India's high population growth has contributed towards

the unemployment problem. The condition deteriorated with

the depressed state of agriculture and industry. T. R.

Manaktala traces the origins of the problem to the "aboli-

tion of the artisan class in the nineteenth century as a

1
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means to cripple Indian craftsmanship and competition with

imported British goods." The result was massive unemploy-

ment and an influx of labor to the land - which was already

overmanned and underproductive (6, p. 9).

Migration of surplus labor was not possible because of

regional differences. Though there was chronic unemploy-

ment in India, there was a severe shortage of skilled labour

(7, pp. 24-25). The remedy was in the development of re-

gional planning.

Like most developing nations, India faces a critical

problem - the shortage of capital (7, p. 3). She is beset

by the vicious circle of poverty. Since India is predomi-

nantly agricultural, output has been relatively low, and

this has led to low levels of income, and hence, low savings

and that in turn, has resulted in low investment, which in

the end perpetuates low income (11, p. 23).

India has a large non-monetized sector, such that "even

meagre savings which exist either remain unutilized or

hidden in the form of cash, gold or other valuables"

(10, p. 40). Savings, therefore, are not channeled into

capital formation.

The shortage of capital has definitely contributed to

the slow progress in agriculture and industry. In the rural

sector, private moneylenders and local traders continue to

provide finance and simultaneously increase peasant indebt-

edness because of the exhorbitant rates of interest

(8, p. 159).
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In the industrial sector, finance is a stimulus as well

as an obstacle to development. "Whereas an adequate supply

of capital may promote industrial expansion, its scarcity

may force liquidation of even the existing units" (5, p. 18).

In India liquidation of industrial units usually involves

instances of the small industries and the small businessman.

Only small industrialists and small rural farmers meet this

fate because of the inadequate credit facilities being ex-

tended to them. With the "intention of making the banking

system serve the social and economic objectives of the

society, to prevent monopolistic trends, concentration of

economic power and misdirection of resources" concrete mea-

sures were finally taken towards the implementation of

social control over the commercial banks in 1967 (10, p. 41).

Another economic problem in India is that of "regional

disparities" (7, p. 27). Unequal area-wise distribution and

development has only emphasized disparities in average in-

come, standard of living and employment. Like all developing

nations, such ventures could not be left to the private

sector to undertake development. Therefore, to overcome

these inequalities and maximize social welfare, planned eco-

nomic development of the country was given importance in the

Five Year Plans of the Indian Government.

Inflation control was another challenge in India. In

this the importance of agriculture is recognized. Agricul-

ture accounts for nearly 50 per cent of the total national
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income. Foodgrains constitute over 65 per cent of her agri-

cultural production and approximately one fourth of her

wholesale trade (7, p. 185). Therefore, any speculative

hoarding of foodgrains and other essential raw materials

results in price increases. Nevertheless, with the regula-

tion of bank credit that is utilized for purchasing and

holding foodgrains, speculation can be minimized (9, p. 58).

Inflationary trends in India were also attributed to

deficit financing by the government in attempting to achieve

the predetermined goals of her economic Five Year Plans.

With limited funds "domestic and foreign" deficit financing

was the only resort (7, p. 210).

Ideological Elements of Indian Economic Policy

Briefly stated, the philosophy behind Indian economic

policy is the idea that society's welfare, particularly that

"of the poorer and weaker sections is the collective respon-

sibility of the whole community to be discharged through the

State which acts as the agent of the people and derives its

sanction from their willing consent" (3, p. 5).

Though Indian economic policy basically comprises three

influences-- Liberalism, Ghandhism and Socialism, the effect

is being made to avoid close identity with any particular

position (3, p. 8). The aim is to evolve a political system

and an economic structure where "the benefits of economic

development would accure more and more to the relatively less
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priviliged class of society" with also considerable reduc-

tion in the concentration of income, wealth and economic

power (3, p. 9).

There is also an emphasis on "social purpose" in addi-

tion to a "concern for individual liberties and initiative,

the growth of the State sector" (3, p. 10), and an attempt

to aid the common man. Despite all the stress on the cre-

ation of a "socialist society" under "democratic socialism,"

India cannot easily be converted into a socialist system,

because as C. T. Kurien mentions in another instance, Indian

policy makers are "eager to exercise social control but re-

luctant to implement social ownership" (3, p. 108).

Onset Of Planning

In her attempt to follow the middle path, India has de-

veloped into a mixed economy with the public sector being

given a bigger role and a more rapid growth rate, as com-

pared to the private sector. This was to be accomplished

through planned economic development which would eventually

lead to the establishment of a welfare state in India

(1, p. 29).

After independence in 1947, and the proclamation to

undertake rapid economic development, the next significant

step was the establishment of the Indian Planning Commision

in 1950. Its purpose was to evaluate "existing human, cap-

ital and natural resources of the community and to formulate
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plans for the balanced utilization of existing and potential

resources" (1, p. 37).

India in 1967

Twenty years of planning had brought considerable prog-

ress, but this "was not good enough when laid alongside the

population growth rate, two and one-half per cent per annum"

(4, p. 9). This population growth rate made average annual

rates in food production insignificant. Problems for the

very poor, therefore, continued to increase amidst "news

about the gains that development was bringing to the more

fortunate members of the economy," and "the promise of gains

for the nonparticipants if they would only wait" (4, p. 27).

This gap between the fortunate few and the socially

disadvantaged was undoubtedly increasing rapidly towards an

explosive situation. It, therefore, formed part of the main

considerations for Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in her

attempt to bring about more economic reform. Finally, bank

nationalization was the outcome in 1969, when she stated it

"was the beginning of a bitter struggle between the common

man on the one side, and a few individuals on the other"

(4, p. 31).

The following chapters will illustrate the immediate

reasons for this move towards nationalizationin relation

to the economic, political and social environment. These

also examine the whole effort to evolve an integrated area



planning approach

national effort.

of social control

and culminated in

aimed at directly involving banks in the

It began with the gradual implementation

over India's largest commercial banks

final nationalization in 1969.

7
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CHAPTER II

THE STRUCTURE OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN INDIA

Before we examine the structure of financial institu-

tions in India and their contributions to economic growth,

it is necessary to be familiar with the Indian economy since

planning was introduced in 1951. Until independence, India

developed only as a colonial territory serving the needs of

a colonial power. She thus became a "typical instance of an

underdeveloped economy, characterised by low levels of per

capita real income and the resultant low savings and

investment" (6, p. 37).

For transforming her agrarian base into an industrial-

ized one and to bring about balanced regional development,

India has turned to what is known as the mixed economy. The

emphasis is on the public sector, though agriculture, small-

scale industries and the large proportion of the distributive

services are in the hands of private enterprise (6, p. 40).

This was to be accomplished through planned economic

development within a democratic framework (1, p. 28), which

would lead to establishing a welfare state in India, as ex-

pressed in a resolution passed by the Indian National

Congress in 1955 that

19
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planning should take place with a view to the es-
tablishment of a Socialist Pattern of Society,
where the principal means of production are under
social ownership or control, production is speeded
up and there is equitable distribution of the
national wealth (2, p. 232).

Financial Institutions and Economic Growth

The increase in capital has always been a prime mover

in the process of material growth, and the rate of capital

formation the principle variable in setting the overall

pace of economic development. Capital formation comprises

the stages of saving, financing and investment, and it is

through these three stages that banking contributes to

economic growth (7, p. 23).

In the initial stages in developing countries, the ob-

jectives before the banking system are to mobilize small

savings from all groups of people, and from all places by

continously fighting against the old traditional habits of

investing in gold and other nonproductive assets.

In India, there is an additional function for financial

agencies. This is to promote confidence in the banking

structure rather than in private money-lenders (8, p. 1292).

Before this can take place there must be an establishment of

"an appropriate financial infra-structure properly geared to

requirements of development" (3, p. 1282). The commercial

banking system, therefore, has to play a major role in mobi-

lizing deposits especially from rural areas and channeling

these resources into productive lines according to the

priorities set out in the plans (3, p. 1283).
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The Structure of Banking in India

A description of the Indian banking structure and the

money and capital markets is essential before a relationship

between banking and economic growth can be understood. If

classfied on a "functional basis" (7, p. 43), the banking

system in India is comprised of

1. The Reserve Bank of India

2. The Commercial Banks

(a) Indian Commercial Banks-- Scheduled and non-Scheduled

(b) State Bank of India and its subsidiaries

(c) Foreign Banks

3. The Institutional Agencies of Rural Finance

(a) Co-operative Banks

(b) Land Mortgage Banks

4. The Development Banks as Specialized Agencies of Indus-

trial Finance

(a) Industrial Finance Corporation

(b) State Financial Corporations

(c) Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation

(d) National Industrial Development Corporation

(e) National Small Industries Corporation

(f) Refinance Corporation for Industry Limited

(g) Industrial Development Bank

5. The Indigenous Financial Agencies

(a) Money-lenders and indigenous bankers

6. The Post Office Savings Banks
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Dichotomy of the Indian Money Market

An analysis of financial institutions in India would

seem incomplete if no mention is made of the "dichotomy or

plurality in the structure of markets for the supply and the

demand for loanable funds" (4, p. 10). The two markets, no-

ticeable particularly in the money market (the field in which

financial agencies are engaged in the borrowing and lending

of short-term funds), are broadly grouped into the organized

or developed sector and the unorganized or traditional sector.

These two sectors are not "wholly unconnected with each other,

but there is no complete integration of the two into a single

system either" (4, p. 11). The unorganized market consists of

the money-lenders and indigenous bankers, while the organized

sector consistsof the Reserve Bank of India, commercial and

co-operative banks and the specialized financial institutions

(11, p. 2).

The Unorganized Money Market

This sector of the money market in India is native in

character and broadly grouped into the money-lenders and the

indigenous bankers. The distinction between the two is that

money-lenders are mainly engaged in the making of loans,

whereas indigenous bankers make loans, accept deposits and

dven hundis (the Indian bill of exchange) (7, p. 48).

Unless the past history of these indigenous financial

agencies is known, it is less clear to comprehend the
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problems of the local money market and to visualize whether

action is required to eliminate these agencies (4, p. 126).

The main activity of these indigenous agencies in India

is money-lending. There is evidence of the existence of

money-lending during the Vedic period (about 2,000 B. C.).

In addition, the Arthasatra (about 300 B. C.) describes the

existence of money-lending guilds of merchant bankers who

carried out functions akin to modern banking (7, p. 48). The

fact that these indigenous bankers and money-lenders existed

in early periods further strengthens the tradition of this

form of financial support particularly in the rural sector.

Since the magnitude of finance in the organized sector of the

market is nearly 50 per cent of the entire money market, the

activities of these agencies are certainly important.

Characteristics

The money-lender has a fair knowledge of "the character

and repaying capacity of the farmers because of his age-old

connections with the village life" (14, p. 56). His finance

is based on simplicity, and loans are granted on an informal

basis. The illiterate are undoubtedly impressed with the

flexibility in lending procedures (since these indigenous

agencies have developed in accordance with local needs,

customs and traditions (4, p. 46), single entry of accounts

and the combination of banking and money-lending with other

businesses (6, p. 47). The services of the money-lenders



are preferred to those of the commercial banks because of

the absence of red tape and the impersonal attitudes of urban

bankers. Thus, villagers continue to be firm customers of

the money-lender despite his high interest rates.

With the droughts of the past years, Indian agriculture

was seriously affected and, therefore, contributed towards

the extreme indebtedness of the rural population. In 1962,

60.8 per cent of the total outstanding debt was owed to money-

lenders, 9.1 per cent to the co-operatives and 0.4 p;er cent

to the commercial banks. Others who seek credit from these

indigenous bankers and money-lenders are the small traders,

merchants, small industrialists, agriculturists and even

urban borrowers not regarded as credit worthy by commercial

banks (4, p. 13).

The Organized Money Market

This sector consists of the Reserve Bank of India,

commercial and co-operative banks and the specialized finan-

cial institutions.

The Reserve Bank of India

"The role of central banks in developing countries is

fundamentally different from that in developed countries."

Its activities are mainly "promotional" rather than "regula-

tory" and are particularly related to the environment in which

it functions. The central bank is more of a developmental

institution and has a significant role in the economic



development of the nation. Very often central banks are

requested to "fill gaps resulting from failure of the com-

mercial banking system to operate fully" (12, pp. 107-108).

Central banks are also instrumental in the establishment of

development banks as in India, Pakistan, United Kingdom and

Canada.

The Reserve Bank of India was established in 1935 and

in 1948, it was the first financial institution to be nation-

alized. As a central bank, it is mainly "responsible for

maintaining an orderly monetary and credit system in the

country which it discharges through its statutory powers of

supervision and control over the commercial banking system"

(13, p. 5). It has had a significant role in promoting the

"institutionalization of industrial and agricultural credit"

and the introduction of long and medium term finance towards

the expansion and improvement of industrial units (12, p.

109).

More important contributions of the Reserve Bank include

its "developmental role in accelerating structural reorgani-

zation of the co-operative credit movement" in India as

well as the intense interest it has had in expanding

agricultural production (9, p. 53).

The Commercial Banking ytem

This system is predominantly of the branch banking type

(11, p. 77). After the establishment of the Reserve Bank of



India, joint-stock banks were classified into scheduled and

non-scheduled banks. Scheduled banks are banks listed in

the Second Schedule to the Reserve Bank of India Act of

1934, and may be broadly compared to the member banks of

the Federal Reserve Bank in the United States (10, p. 38).

The conditions for inclusion are, that the particular bank

should have "a paid-up capital and reserves of an aggregate

value of not less than five lakhs of rupees," and that it

must conduct its operations in a manner such that the in-

terests of its depositors are not jeopardized. Each sched-

uled bank has also "to maintain an average daily balance

with the Reserve Bank of India" in addition to submitting

to inspection of the bank's books and accounts (5, p. 89).

Scheduled banks are eligible for certain benefits,

specifically that of borrowing funds. Of the 89 commercial

banks, 73 are scheduled and 16 non-scheduled. The scheduled

banks are grouped into the 14 nationalized banks, 15 foreign

banks "engaged in financing foreign trade and movement of

goods between ports" (5, p. 91), and the other 36 smaller

scheduled banks (10, p. 39).

Amidst these banks, is the State Bank of India, the

largest commercial bank which was nationalized in 1955.

After the nationalization of the 14 major commercial banks

in India in 1969, 83 per cent of the banking business is now

in the State sector and 17 per cent in the private sector

(11, p. 77).
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Institutional Agencies of Rural Finance

These comprise the co-operative banks and the land mort-

gage banks. Recognizing the credit needs of agriculture and

the problem of mobilization of rural savings, the Reserve

Bank Committee on Rural Credit Survey recommended the intro-

duction of institutional credit. The co-operative banks

"occupy an intermediate position between the developed and

undeveloped sectors of the market" (6, p. 48). The co-

operative credit structure is a "three-tier system with a

state co-operative bank at the apex level in each state, the

central co-operative bank at the district level and the

primary credit societies at the base" (known as agricultural

credit societies in the villages, and non-agricultural soci-

ties or urban banks in the towns and cities) (11, p. 79).

The state co-operative banks connect the co-operative move-

ment to the money market. These borrow funds from the

Reserve Bank, commercial banks, the Government and the pub-

lic, and then advance loans to co-operative central banks,

which finally lend to the primary societies. These loans

are generally small and medium term loans (6, p. 49).

The Capital Market in India

The Capital market refers to all facilities and insti-

tutional arrangements for the borrowing and the loaning of

long-term funds (15, p. 2).
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In India, it comprises an organized and unorganized

sector, but the latter is of little importance and will not

be dealt with. The organized sector, however, briefly in-

cludes the commercial banks, the Life Insurance Corporation

of India and the specialized financial institutions.

Development Banking

This is a feature of the capital market and is of im-

portance in many developed and developing nations. It is an

institutional device to promote economic development result-

ing in the creation of special institutions which

supplement the facilities available to industries
for raising funds from the capital market. It is
intended to provide the necessary capital, enter-
prise, managerial and technical knowledge where
these are clearly inadequate or non-available and
also assist in building up the financial and
socioeconomic infrastructure favourable to quick
economic development (12, p. 33).

B. M. L. Nigam mentions that though such institutions

are established in free and closed economies, they are

particularly a special characteristic of a mixed economy -

where despite the growth of a powerful public sector,

private enterprise is accorded a place of pride (7, p. 122).

In India, with its considerably large public sector,

"development banks are of great significance since they are

intended almost exclusively for the assistance of the private

sector industries" (12, p. 33). With this need for assist-

ance, the specialized financial institutions were set up.
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CHAPTER III

THE ROLE OF CREDIT

"Underdeveloped countries will need to finance the

major part of their economic expansion from their own re-,

sources. The role of foreign finance can only be of a

subordinate character" (1, p. 1). This was the conclusion

of a study made by the United Nations Commission on Economic

Development. Such a situation can be applied to India where

the majority of the population is poor, and their incomes

low and marginal propensity to consume is high, thus making

savings negligible. Even the wealthy too, have high con-

sumption patterns because of the influence of life-styles

from abroad. Therefore, there is need for the Government to

have wider powers at command to give assistance and capital

to induce economic growth until it becomes "self-sustaining"

(3, p. 20).

Banking, Resource Mobilization and Economic Growth

In India, there is the attempt to achieve economic

growth through planned development. The Government, or the

State, therefore, has the responsibility of financing the

Plans. The main sources of finance are taxation, market

borrowings, deficit financing and foreign trade (3, p. 24).

21
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To attain her growth targets as envisaged in her plans,

India needs a vast increase in her resources for development.

Taxation alone is insufficient in mobilizing resources. The

banking sector, therefore, can supplement these efforts. In

addition, it can aid in the transfer of resources from the

unorganized to the organized sector of the money market.

Before domestic financing of economic growth can take place,

domestic savings must be mobilized. Savings must be in-

creased from the present level of 8 per cent to 13 per cent

to attain a 5.5 per cent per annum growth rate in India.

However, like other developing countries, India has a low

ratio of bank deposits to the Gross National Product. Effi-

cient banking operations and higher interest returns will

undoubtedly aid in resource mobilization (5, p. 15).

The banking sector can also assist in the mobilization

of savings of the community and convert it into investment

(capital formation) (10, p. 45). Economic development de-

pends on this rate of capital formation. That is on the rate

at which savings can be accumulated and converted into the

accumulation of capital goods.

Investment for growth cannot take place if there is a

lack of capital, a feature common to all developing coun-

tries. Banks can remedy this situation through long and

short term credit facilities and aid in the redirection of

scarce savings into growth deficient sectors of the economy

(10, p. 38). Manubhai Shah also mentions that an efficient
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banking system and its credit facilities, besides promoting

trade and increasing the supply of money "are instrumental

in developing entrepreneurs, especially in a developing eco-

nomy" (10, p. 39). Nevertheless, the principal sources of

capital formation - taxation, market borrowings, deficit

financing and foreign trade have their limitations in India.

This is because savings that exist cannot be mobilized

efficiently.

Non-Monetized Sector

India has a large non-monetized sector such that even

"meagre savings remain unutilized or hidden in the form of

cash, gold or other valuables" (10, p. 40). Any appraisal

of the portfolio of commercial banks, particularly between

the 1940's and the 1950's would illustrate that loans were

extended against the security of gold and gold ornaments.

Advances against gold ornaments were a means of aiding the

small borrowers, craftsmen or agriculturists (7, p. 182).

For years, gold has been the traditional, stable and liquid

form in which to hold savings. Gold ornaments have been

passed down from previous generations and are also a status

symbol (7, p. 183). Shortly after restrictions on banks

were imposed with the Gold Control in 1968, advances against

gold ornaments were curtailed. This forced farmers to seek

the services of the local pawn-brokers and be subjugated to

their inaccurate accounts, tampering with jewels and exhor-

bitant interest rates, neither of which could deter the
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farmer because of his difficult circumstances (7, p. 182).

One important trend in the economy, therefore, has been to-

wards the reduction in the non-monetized portion of economic

transactions. The monetized sector which in the 1950's

"accounted for a little over two-thirds of the total transac-

tions in the economy, is estimated now to account for about

three-fourths" (7, p. 2). Even so, India is still basically

an agricultural country with a high population density, low

income, savings and a level of living (10, p. 41), and is

obviously in need of a banking system that would bend in the

direction of her social and economic objectives.

Credit Gaps

Commercial banking in India has a lopsided development.

Well developed, commercial and industrial sectors of the

country continued to be served because of their profitable

loans whereas sectors which needed aid continued to be ne-

glected (5, p. 13). The neglected were the small industries

and the agricultural sector.

Agricultural Finance

Though the agricultural sector employs 70 per cent of

the population and contributes over 50 per cent to the

national income in India, commercial banks have been ex-

tending too little assistance towards its development. While

industry was allotted between 37 per cent and 64 per cent of
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total loans in the period 1956-1967, agriculture received

only between 2 per cent and 3 per cent (9, p. 59).

The reason for this disparity may be attributed to the

non-profitable ventures of the small farmers because of tra-

ditional farming techniques, the dependence on seasonal

variations in the weather (9, p. 60) and the credit worthi-

ness of the average farmer.

The lack of specialized banking departments has further

delayed the granting of credit for agricultural projects.

This problem is gradually being alleviated with the develop-

ment of rural banking.

Rural banking and the extension of rural credit.--"Agri-

culture based commodities account for nearly one-half of our

total export earnings" (7, p. 33). Even a slight increase

in agricultural production brings a considerable positive

influence on total incomes and overall development. With

this predominance of agriculture in the Indian economy, and

the urgent need to expand and coordinate credit facilities

available to the agricultural sector, the Indian Government

has placed special responsibility for rural credit on the

Reserve Bank of India (6, p. 154). This bank's Agricultural

Credit Department provides financial assistance to the co-

operative banks in their effort to aid the agricultural pro-

grams in the rural sector.
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In July 1960, the Reserve Bank of India launched two

schemes to increase financing for small industries. These

were the Credit Guarantee and Preferred Sectors Schemes

(6, p. 81). In July 1963, the Agricultural Refinance Corpo-

ration was set up to increase the resources available for

the provision of medium-term and long-term loans, with the

aim of financing major developmental projects which could

not be undertaken by the existing credit agencies (7, p. 54).

The next development was the establishment of the National

Credit Council. Its purpose was to distribute credit to all

productive sectors within the framework of the Five-Year

Plans towards the attainment of social objectives (8, p. 9).

All these programs to achieve success in the agricul-

tural sector point to the fact, that banks have failed to

share their "experience of sharp thinking and regard for

cost-benefit calculation" to rural India (11, p. 25). Com-

mercial banks have been guided by "business profitability"

in their restricted aid to the large industrialists. How-

ever, with the priorities under economic planning in India,

these bankers may be shortsighted since India is attempting

to attain economic development as well as maximize social

welfare. Bankers, therefore, may need to consider "social

profitability" in their loan programs (11, p. 24).

According to one analysis, with expected high short-run

costs of rural lending, and low returns after deductions for

the risk of default, commercial banks would end up with
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lower profits than if they had not loaned to the agricul-

tural sector. Enterprising bankers might view this as "a

vast and potentially profitable sector" for expanding busi-

ness, because of the inculcation of saving habits, and the

improvements towards production of higher yields that could

accrue to the rural population after the extension of finan-

cial aid. "The initial sacrifice of high private banking

profits will then have resulted in the emergence of high

social profits, and indeed, higher private profits later"

(2, p. 33).

Small-scale Industries

An important segment of the Indian economy is the small-

scale industry sector. It contributes about one-third of the

total output of the industrial sector and provides employ-

ment to approximately 40 per cent of the total industrial

workers (8, p. 2).

India's rapid populAtion increase has been accompanied

with an increase in small-scale industries. With the aim of

creating economic and social welfare for everyone in India,

the concentration of economic power is viewed as a threat.

The priorities of the Government, therefore, include reducing

economic disparities by encouraging small entrepreneurs to

promote decentralization and dispersal of industries. Though

small-scale industries have a "high employment potential

with smaller capital investment" (9, p. 64), they have still
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been subject to difficulties when credit facilities were

needed. As of June 1969, "commercial banks are estimated to

have met only 48 per cent of the total credit requirements

of small-scale industries," while co-operatives and other

financial institutions extended about 17 per cent of this

sector's credit requirements (8, p. 35).

With credit being extended mainly to more wealthy indi-

viduals, the money-lenders seemed to be the lenders of last

resort for the small industrialists.

Industries: Large and Medium

The above analysis stressed the role or rather, the

lack of credit facilities for the priority sectors. The

situation is reversed when a study is made of India's indus-

trial sector. Concentrations of economic power in India lie

with the industrialists and the initial banking structure

continued to support and promote their existence with a posi-

tive credit policy. The industrial sector also receives its

credit requirements from the capital market, commercial and

co-operative banks and other financial institutions, such as

the Industrial Development Bank of India, the Industrial

Finance Corporation, the Industrial Credit and Investment

Corporation of India and the State Financial Corporations

(8, p. 35).
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CHAPTER IV

TOWARDS SOCIAL CONTROL

The Need For Planning

Economic planning is a feature common to almost every

developing nation. Even in the wealthiest nations, co-

ordination of policies by the government is needed to bring

about an optimum impact on the nation's economic activity

(2, p. 17). Developing nations, however, have a more acute

need to plan. Unlike the developed nations whose institu-

tions have already adapted to technological change, develop-

ing nations attempt to compensate for the lost time and slow

progress of the past by implementing new development pro-

grams at a rapid pace (2, p. 18). Economic planning is thus

seen as "a short-cut for breaking from the cycle of low in-

comes, small national market, low productivity, low savings

and low investment" (3, p. 19).

The period 1800-1950 was one in which India was "essen-

tially a stagnant economy when she stood aloof from the

process of economic growth which had encompassed the rich

countries of today" (11, p. 315). Therefore, after inde-

pendence in 1947, and the adoption of her constitutional

system, the next important step was to channel the nation's

energies towards reconstruction and development. It result-

ed in the establishment of the Planning Commission in 1950,

'30
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and the inaugration of the First Five-Year Plan in 1951.

Certain political and economic factors, however, have con-

tributed towards the implementation of planning in India.

Factors Necessitating Planning In India

Political.---The first political factor that justifies

planning in India is embodied in the Constitution itself:

Article 38 "enjoins the State to secure and
protect a social order in which justice, social,
economic and political shall inform all the insti-
tutions of national life. . . ." Article 39 states
that the "material resources of the community are
so utilized as to subserve the common good and
further to prevent the concentration of wealth and
means of production in a few hands likely to result
in detriment to all" (4, p. 326).

The second political factor necessitating planning is

as T. Matthew states, ideological. The Indian Parliament

was set out from the initial stages to establish a

socialist pattern of society, where the State was to be the

"instrument of economic salvation of India and that such a

consummation is to be sought through planning" (4, p. 327).

Economic.--The economic factors contributing to the

planning era in India, are illustrated in the reasoning by

V. K. R. V. Rao, a leading member of the Planning Commission:

When unemployment ceases to be merely fric-
tional and takes the form of chronic malady, it is
high time that considerations of economy cease to
dominate the choice of methods used. . . . Under

capitalism, economic activity is carried on under
the stimulus of the price system, the result being

that the machinery of production tends to favor

the satisfaction of the demand of the rich few;
and as economic resources are limited, this favor-
ing of the rich few is inevitably at the expense
of the poor man (6, p. 51).
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Another factor supporting a planned economy was the

adoption of the concept of "balanced growth" by Ragnar

Nurkse, where there is "synchronised application of

capital to a wide range of different industries .... resulting

in an overall enlargement of the market" (4, p. 324). This

idea is very much in support of a deliberately planned in-

vestment policy in need of State assistance (4, p. 327).

The implementation of planning in India was to achieve

various economic goals; however, one interpretation is that,

when India is "awakened from its centuries-old slumber and

her citizens rescued from the morass of poverty, hunger and

disease" real democracy would then be achieved (4, p. 326).

Social Control Over India's Commercial Banks

With the Fourth Five-Year Plan under consideration,

there was also debate on gearing the activities of the bank-

ing system to serve the country's social and economic ob-

jectives. "To prevent monopolistic trends, concentration of

economic power and misdirection of resources" (9, p. 41),

social control (which involved stricter banking regulations)

was, therefore, introduced over commercial banks in February

1969. The aims were briefly to maintain an equitable dis-

tribution of credit, attain economic growth with proper

utilization of resources, as well as serve the interests of

depositors (10, p. 32).
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Criticism and confusion developed after the implemen-

tation of this policy. In essense, the intention was to

attain social objectives "without actual take-over of the

banks into public ownership" (7, p. 242) which nationaliza-

tion could achieve. Interpretations were, however, varied.

Some suggested it was mere banking reform, while others felt

it was akin to nationalization. The fact was, that the All

India Congress Committee was reluctant to nationalize banks

despite persistent demands. Nevertheless social control was

a "synthesis of socialism and democracy in the banking sec-

tor." In other words, a balance between public ownership

and private control of banking was achieved through social

control (10, pp. 28, 30).

During the first three planning periods, the Government

had not developed a formal role for the banking sector. As

the plans progressed, it then became obvious that the prio-

rity sectors were still neglected credit areas. Other than

that, the implementation of planning had also introduced an

era of industrialization, and with it a greater increase in.

the demand for bank credit (7, p. 242).

Credit Policy

The role of banks in a developing country, however, is

more than merely serving the needs of its depositors and

expanding banking facilities. Banks have also to assist the

nation in its attempt to pull itself out of economic
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stagnation. In India, banks have an additional function,

that of formulating their credit policy to "serve as a

vehicle of development" (10, p. 28). In fact, one of the

main objectives of social control was to integrate banking

activities to conform with the aims and priorities of the

Fourth Five-Year Plan (1969-1974), and particularly that of

correcting "the problem of imbalance in development" between

States as well as between regions (1, p. 367). Balanced

economic growth is, however, not attainable without equitable

credit distribution.

An additional motivation towards social control over

banks was the aim of minimizing the influence of the indi-

genous financial agencies. The means to achieve this was

by expanding the spheres of commercial banking into rural

areas, which were not able to attract commercial banks to

establish new branches. The major reason for this was that

"nearly 50 per cent of the money market consists of unorgan-

ized financial agencies not within the direct or indirect

control of the Reserve Bank of India" (5, p. 11). These

non-bank financial agencies along with the money-lenders

weaken the effectiveness of monetary policy. "Credit is

made to flow into areas where the object of the Reserve Bank

is to control it" (5, p. 11). Thus, it was felt that if

commercial banking was left in the hands of private entre-

preneurs, no effort would be made to counter the influence
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of the indigenous financial agencies in over-extending credit

at times when credit restrictions were required (5, p. 12).

The demand for credit doubled between 1951 and 1968

because of the attempt to industrialize. With an underdevel-

oped capital market, and the lack of an infrastructure to aid

in the mobilization of savings (7, p. 242), industry began

to "encircle" banks. By obtaining control of banks, industry

increased its proportion of credit such that at the end of

March 1967, "over three-fifths of total bank credit was given

to industry" (7, p. 243). One of the aims of social control

was, therefore, to channel credit into sectors of the economy

that suffered from the lack of it. Agriculture, small-scale

industries and exports were in this category. The means to

serve these areas meant breaking the link between industry

and banks (10, p. 31).

Indian commercial banks originated from big business

houses. This traditional link contributed to the monopolis-

tic control over the management of the bigger banks by a

few families in the country (10, p. 33). S. R. K. Rao refers

to this condition as "the interlocking of directorship of

non-banking companies with individual banks" (7, p. 243).

This resulted in the concentration of wealth and economic

power, and was, therefore, in conflict with Article 39 of

the Indian Constitution.

Furthermore, commercial banks tended to be more profit-

oriented. This was a natural outcome since they were only
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reflecting the interests of their directors. In India,

banks were expected to conform to the pattern of growth en-

visaged by the Five-Year Plans, and thus to overlook profit

expectations and orientate their credit policy towards the

welfare of the socialist society (8, p. 71).

Social control, therefore, attempted to diversify bank

management to remedy this mis-use of bank credit by vested

interests. The new Banking Regulation Act brought about a

"complete democratization of these boards of directors"

which mostly comprised big businessmen and industrialists.

It also called for a cross-section of individuals from

various fields who were expected to be more objective to the

plan policies and who would conform to national interests

(10, p. 32).

Social control also introduced a new banking policy.

It included bank audits carried out by the Reserve Bank of

India, and the establishment of the Deposit Insurance Cor-

poration. Failure to comply with the provisions of social

control were to result in closing down of the bank involved

by the Reserve Bank. Also, violations of banking policy

against the interests of depositors could involve the take-

over of the bank by the Government (10, p. 34).

A notable feature of this outcome was the establishment

of the National Credit Council. This idea was borrowed from

France when she established a credit council in 1945 after

the French Bank Nationalization Law. The Indian National
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Credit Council, however, was a national institution empow-

ered with assessing demand for credit, evaluating the

priorities and "co-ordinating lending and investment

policies" in line with the national economic plans

(10, p. 35).

Other legislative and administrative measures were the

widening of powers of the Reserve Bank of India in removal

or termination of the services of bank administrators. A

banking commission was also set up to study more efficient

methods of operation, as well as to conduct training pro-

grams for bank employees (7, p. 247).
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CHAPTER V

BANK NATIONALIZATION: IDEOLOGY OR ECONOMIC GROWTH

Nationalization may be deemed to embrace the
entire public sector which comprises the under-
takings set up by the government, enterprises
with controlling equity share of the state as
well as the ones acquired by the state through
payment of compensation (3, p. 6).

Within six months after the imposition of social con-

trol over India's commercial banks, fourteen major

commercial banks were nationalized on July 19, 1969. Only

banks with deposits exceeding 500 million rupees were

nationalized, and with this 85 per cent of the banking sec-

tor came to be directly operated by the State (10, p. 45).

The first trend towards nationalization occurred in 1948

when the Reserve Bank of India was brought under Government

ownership. Then, in 1955, the Imperial Bank of India, the

largest commercial bank, was converted into the State Bank

of India with its shares being absorbed by the Reserve Bank.

Other financial institutions in the public sector are the

term-lending institutions like the Industrial Development

Bank of India, Industrial Finance Corporation, Life Insur-

ance Corporation, Unit Trust of India and the Industrial

Reconstruction Corporation of India. The Industrial Credit

and Investment Corporation of India was established in the
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private sector, but has received considerable government

assistance and, therefore, appoints Government and Reserve

Bank nominees on its Board (9, p. 767).

Various considerations motivate nationalization, such

as, anti-monopoly acts, efficient economic planning and

defense alertness. In the developing countries of Asia,

Africa and Latin America, however, the main guiding factor

to nationalize institutions is the need to sitmulate econom-

ic growth (3, p. 6).

In a centralized economy, such as the Soviet Union, the

role of banks is "subordinate to the administrative decision

taken by the planners. The banking system is, in fact, an

instrument of control and an essential part of the adminis-

tration of the economic plan" (5, p. 87). All commercial

banks, therefore, are nationalized. In 1969. the Revolu-

tionary Government of Libya took over all foreign banks in

its haste to bring about socialism. It was also to exercise

economic philosophy that the socialist governments of Burma,

United Arab Republic and Tanzania showed no inhibition in

nationalizing all their commercial banks (10, p. 43).

In the developed market economies, nationalization "may

be a stabilizing force supplementing the monetary and fiscal

policies" (3, p. 6). For instance, in December 1945, the

French nationalized their four leading commercial banks. In

Italy, and in Germany, the "share of public banks in the

total banking business has been on the increase" (5, p. 88).
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The aim is to enable "smooth implementation of development

programs" as well as "avoid conflict between credit facili-

ties of the Government and the central banks" (10, p. 43).

Nationalization of institutions does not necessarily

result in upward trends in economic growth rates. A compar-

ative study by M. M. Khullar demonstrates this fact. During

the period 1960-1967, as compared with the 1950's, the

developed market economies (United States, Canada, France,

Denmark, United Kingdom, Belgium) have illustrated "rising

trends" as against the Soviet Union and the countries of

Eastern Europe (Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East

Germany, Poland) (3, p. 7), which have not hesitated to na-

tionalize their institutions.

In another comparison between developing nations, rising

growth rates are a feature in Ceylon, Republic of Korea,

Pakistan, Thailand and Malaysia, areas which have not been

experimenting with nationalization. India, however, has

shown a decline in growth rate from 3.5 per cent in 1950-1960,

to 1.0 per cent in the period 1960-1967 "despite the fact

that much larger volume of investments was directed into the

public sector during 1960-1967 (3, p. 7).

Background of Nationalization in India

Bank nationalization in its timing reflected a move

that was "wholly political" in the opinion of J. P. Lewis.

The old guard of the Congress Party led by Mr. Moraji Desai,
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the Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister, attempted

to challenge Mrs. Gandhi on the issue of selecting a differ-

ent nominee for President of India, other than the one she

advocated. She "counterattacked on another front - economic

reform - through bank nationalization" (4, p. 2). This

proposal gained extensive acceptance from the rank and file

and, therefore, she could easily strip Mr. Desai of his

Finance portfolio which eventually brought his resignation.

Her opponents could neither defeat her proposed bank nation-

alization scheme because of popular response through the

Cabinet and Parliament, nor, could they contest the nomina-

tion of her presidential candidate, Mr. V. V. Giri (4, p. 2).

Bank nationalization was not and is not a
first-order issue, one way or the other--any more
than were the other economic reform proposals....

Indeed, it is precisely this quality of lesser
importance that gave the bank nationalization
episode its interesting symptomatic significance
(4, p. 3).

The period 1967-1968 was the first year of excellent

weather after the previous devasting drought years in India.

A good grain harvest of 100 million tons, 10 per cent higher

than normal was reaped. The repition of this level of pro-

duction in 1968-1969 when the weather was much below average

meant that Indian agricultural production was now on an

annual growth track of 5 per cent output instead of the old

2-1/2 per cent (4, p. 14).
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Devaluation of the rupee introduced a surge into the

demand and availability for Indian manufactured products

that previously were being imported. There were exceptional

gains in exports, particularly in new export items, such as

engineering goods. So for the first time since Independence,

the Indian economy was readily capable of expanding real

Gross National Product as a "sustained annual rate of 5-1/2

per cent, and per capita real income at 3 per cent per year,

three times the grudging 1 per cent averaged during the

period 1950-1965" (4, p. 15). It must be noted that it was

against this economic background that bank nationalization

was introduced, and that there are reasons which led to this

move.

Factors Promoting Nationalization

Three underlying factors seem to govern this move

towards nationalization of the commercial banks in India.

The first is the rise in prices that often accompany

food shortages (4, p. 18). Being a predominantly agricul-

tural country, this inflationary trend was common during

the busy seasons and had to be curbed by restrictions on

credit (6, p. 238). Credit controls were necessary to stabi-

lize prices of the concerned commodities through the demand

side, by regulating the availability of bank credit for

purchasing and speculative hoarding of foodgrains (8, p. 58).
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Secondly, the Indian Government was determined to

finance a major portion of her Fourth Five-Year Plan through

internal means because of her experience of heavy pressure,

and the distaste for being told what to do by donor nations.

Further, the expense in repaying old loans would enlarge

India's already heavy foreign debt and increase her depen-

dence on other nations (4, pp. 19, 23).

In addition, there was the problem of raising taxes and

savings to support a 5-1/2 per cent growth in output that

was now economically feasible. The challenge is tougher

since India is three-fourths agricultural, and because the

central government is hindered by the Constitution in direct

taxation of its farmers. This right is in the hands of the

State Governments which at present, "seem to be engaged in

a competition to reduce them" (4, pp. 19, 20).

With these factors, and also because she is committed

to the idea of attaining a socialist pattern of society as

repeatedly outlined in the plans, bank nationalization,

therefore, was a "handy and economical alternative to the

nationalization of industry, trade and commerce" in India

(2, p. 534).

Bank Nationalization: Objectives and Accomplishments

On July 19, 1969, Mrs. Gandhi specifically enunciated

the main objectives of the move to nationalize the fourteen
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major commercial banks in India. They were: to increase the

bank deposits, allocate more funds to agriculture, small

industry and individuals from the urban and rural areas, as

well as to promote the export trade (2, p. 533).

Bank Credit and Balanced Regional Growth

The most important challenge for nationalized banking

is that of providing credit to the weaker and undeveloped

sectors of the community. This means that a complete trans-

formation of portfolio policy of banks is needed, but, it

must be noted, that industries are definitely the promoters

of whatever existing economic activity, and, therefore,

cannot be ignored in attempting to comply with the new policy

(7, p. 49). Commercial banks have for long maintained their

policies with regard to cost and benefit, and this has

affected their pattern of expanding banking services and

funds for economic development programs. In addition, the

agricultural sector, as well as small industrialists have

not shown any opportunity for banks to make a profit. In

fact, it was difficult for the small farmer or businessman

to offer any tangible security in order to obtain a loan

(7, p. 50). For this reason, and also because private com-

mercial banks are linked with big business houses, they seem

to be established in urban areas, thus aggravating regional

disparities. There is also no doubt that regional dis-

parities are also attributed to the results of power politics.
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The regions whose political representatives are more influ-

ential and effective, stand to reap benefits despite the

existence of economic planning (2, p. 539).

Before the introduction of social control, agriculture

and small-scale industries received only "about 1 per cent

and 6 per cent respectively of the total outstanding credit

of public sector banks" and one year after nationalization,

it had increased to 9 per cent and 11 per cent respectively

(1, p. 64). Since nationalization banks have been expected

to aid these priority sectors in different projects and also

help in the creation of new assets. Advances to these

sectors "have risen from about 15 per cent of total advances

in 1969 to 24 per cent by 1974" (7, p. 769).

The Lead Bank Scheme

One important development of nationalization was the

Lead Bank Scheme. It "involves the designation of a specific

commercial bank to assume in the district allotted to it,

its lead responsibility" in providing banking services. All

of the 338 rural districts in India have been assigned to

specific lead banks which are to take the initiative in lo-

cal development operations. The lead bank has also to

identify centers of growth with the aim of eventually open-

ing branches in the vicinity (9, p. 769).

The Lead Bank Scheme was instituted with the aim of

particularly expanding banking to the priority sectors.
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tion-wide scale through the spread of the banking habit into

the deep interior" (9, p. 769). Deprived sections of the

community which had traditionally been dependent on the

money-lender and who were seeped in debt could now seek the

professional services of these rural banks (9, p. 771). In

fact, one of the main handicaps of the Indian economy was

the total absence of banks in vast rural regions. Branch

expansion to these areas meant that "resources which would

otherwise have been used for wasteful consumption or hoard-

ing of gold and silver" (1, p. 63), could now be put to

productive use. According to S. N. Adarkar, the annual rate

of deposit mobilization has increased from 11 to 16 per cent

within the last three years (1, p. 63).

Another feature of this effort to extend facilities to

the unbanked rural areas, is the introduction of a scheme

under whicn loans are granted to the very poor at preferen-

tial rates of interest, specifically at 4 per cent. This

was to be granted only to individuals earning less than

3,000 Rupees-per annum. Individuals engaged on full-time

employment are not eligible. Neither are those who have

landholding in excess of 2.5 acres of unirrigated land, or

1 acre of productive land. Only a limited amount of loans

were to be utilized under this scheme to avoid non-profit-

ability of the program (9, p. 772).
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Funding the Government

Nationalization of banks occured at a time when there

was difficulty in financing Government programs. It hoped

to remedy the apathy of banks towards funding public

utilities like the State Electricity Boards, State Transport

Corporations and other similar institutions. Banks are now

expected to "subscribe on a very substantial scale to differ-

ent floatations of government loans" (1, p. 59). This is

all part of the effort of the Central government to raise

resources to finance her own developmental programs under

the economic Five-Year Plans (9, p. 772).

With the present widened powers of the Reserve Bank of

India, and the fact that 85 per cent of commercial banking

is now in the public sector, the Reserve Bank has been able

to regulate the availability of credit in trade and industry

to avoid "undue fluctuations in price levels" which are

often accompanied with hoarding and speculation of food com-

modities. The Reserve Bank has, therefore, control over

authorizing credit in accordance with plan priorities

(9, p. 772).
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

In this paper there has been an attempt to trace the

structural and functional changes within the Indian banking

system amidst the Government's efforts to stimulate rapid

economic growth through national economic planning. For a

proper understanding of the problems and features of eco-

nomic transformation in India, it is necessary to consider

the role of the State and how national economic planning

was introduced in India.

Since the establishment of the Indian National Congress

in 1885 (during British colonialism), it became the major

party that reflected the Indian nationalistic voice in the

independence movement. Individuals responsible for setting

the ideology of the party through the years were Mohandas

Gandhi, Subhas Chandra Bose and Jawaharlal Nehru. The stron-

gest ideology which eventually influenced Indian economic

policy was socialism, an import largely from British

universities that educated the Indian elites. This ideology

also later seemed closest to tackling the developmental prob-

lems in the political and economic environment of India,

a former colonial settlement which had to undertake rapid

steps to turn around her stagnant economy after her bitter
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experience of 150 years of commercial policies that ham-

pered development and permitted her merely to serve as a

market for British goods.

Though the basic ideology of the Indian National

Congress was socialism, it was only a compromise between two

major groups within the party. One group representing the

Indian industrialists opposed any radical social and econom-

ic changes. This constituted the Right Wing of the Congress

Party leadership. The other group, the Left Wing led by

Jawaharlal Nehru, was attracted to socialism as a means to

attain economic growth with social justice. To avoid con-

flict, a compromise between the former, the Indian industri-

alists, and the latter was reached. It was reflected in the

initial resolutions of the Congress Party which enabled the

early capitalist development in pre-independence India.

However, this initial conflict between the Right and Left

persisted.

Since 1950, it was the Congress Party that was repeat-

edly elected to govern India. In 1969, the party led by

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi faced a political crisis. A

major rift came about between the conservatives and liberals.

As expected, Indira Gandhi had adopted her father's social-

ist stand. Though party leaders generally accept socialism

in India, the Right Wing members were not enthusiastic about

the various socialist programs that Mrs. Gandhi was trying

to implement and were, in fact, attempting to oust her.
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The split finally occured after she took over the Fi-

nance Portfolio from Moraji Desai, a conservative economist

and leader of the Right Wing of the party, and then nation-

alized the fourteen major commercial banks in India. From

then on, there has been the Ruling Congress Party, and the

Opposition Congress Party, known also as the Syndicate.

Later actions of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, such as

her varied attempts to make amendments to the Constitution

and gradually accumulate power were viewed as dictatorial.

Finally, when she invoked a state of emergency in 1975, and

banned press freedom amidst curtailing other civil liberties,

it reached the point when her days as leader were being

numbered.

The emergency period was a means of dampening all oppo-

sition to her implementation of population control methods,

in addition to a twenty point economic program. Land was

given to the landless, inflation dropped to near zero and

black marketeering and smuggling were curtailed. Amidst

these and other reforms, there was a surplus in agriculture

for the third time. The first was in 1968-1969, the second

in 1970-1971, and this time, there was a record breaking

yield of 118-119 million tons as against a target of 116

million tons for 1975-1976.

Despite these achievements, implementation of socialism

through dictatorship was unacceptable in India. It was

democratic socialism that Jawaharlal Nehru had espoused and
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was expected of the nation's leaders. Though there has been

a recent change with the defeat of the Congress Party for the

first time in India's history, it must be emphasized that

no distinct change in ideology is expected. The united

effort of opposition parties in the recent election com-

prised the Democratic, Socialist, Congress Opposition and the

Communist parties. Their only common bind was the sole aim

to defeat Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. Other than that,

these parties have much to debate on among themselves. Even

though the new Prime Minister, Moraji Desai, was a former

leader of the Right Wing in the Indian National Congress, he

too is a socialist, but more conservative than Indira Gandhi.

However, if he is to succeed in his role, he would need to

compromise on proposals of the other opposition parties be-

fore undertaking any political, economic or social changes.

This is because these three groups were equally responsible

for the joint defeat of Indira Gandhi, and his election as

Prime Minister.

Moraji Desai has already promised a broad range of

domestic reforms aimed at assisting India's poor, distribu-

ting surplus land to the peasants and developing industry,

all of which hardly differ from the developmental efforts of

Mrs. Gandhi. It is well known that the major ferment in

India, is that of heeding to the wants of the socially dis-

advantaged with their years of discrimination behind them.

They are now conscious of participation in politics as a
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means to raise their living standards. Demands from this

sector have to be recognized since a vast majority of Indians

belong to this category. The success of the newly elected

political party, whatever its platform, would certainly,

therefore depend on its delivery of additional jobs, incomes

and opportunities to this segment of Indian society.

At present, there can be only speculation with regard

to the future of the banking sector. Its ability to serve

the goals of economic planning can only depend on the speci-

fic policies of the new administration. Banks can only play

a secondary role in promoting economic development of the

neglected sectors of the Indian economy. The political

climate and the economic policies are the main contributing

factors towards development and progress.

Even though regional imbalances are a natural result of

the growth process in a vast country like India, regional

disparities can continue to be reduced with efficient econo-

mic planning. In this paper, therefore, there has been an

attempt to trace the role of the State in utilizing the

banking system to assist in alleviating the economic back-

wardness of rural India. This segment of the nation has

been alerted to its long neglected needs and must, therefore,

be reckoned with to avoid easy succumbance to influences of

the Communist Party as has already been demonstrated in a

few states in India.
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